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It is demonstrated how time-frequency resolved coherent Raman scattering (CRS)
signals generated by broadband, non-transform limited, quasi-cw (noisy) light can be
sensitive probes of molecular vibrational dynamics. The coherent Raman scattering
signals from molecular liquids and their mixtures with noisy light are dispersed onto a
CCD array and probed interferometrically to produce time-frequency domain spectro-
grams. ,These spectrograms offer an extensive oversampling of the data resulting in
improved precision of measured parameters over previous noisy light methods. This
technique has been very useful in measuring small changes in material parameters, such
as Raman frequency shifts and linewidth changes, in dilution series with Raman inactive
diluents. Very recently theory and experiment have extended to include mixtures with
multiple Raman resonances. Several examples of experiments are presented and
discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Coherent Raman scattering (CRS) has long been a useful probe of
condensed phase dynamics providing information on Raman frequen-
cies (vn), line widths (’YR) and hyperpolarizabilities. ’Conventional’
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CRS is a frequency domain technique in which the signal intensity is
measured as a function of the frequency difference between two
narrowband laser sources. The advent of ultrashort light pulses has
allowed measurement of CRS signals in the time domain-time
resolved CRS (TR-CRS). Ultrashort pulses are not, however, the only
tool allowing for short spectroscopic time resolution. Some time ago
[1 ], it was discovered that broadband, non-transform limited, quasi-cw
(noisy) light sources could provide interferometric time resolution that
is governed by the correlation time of the noisy light, -, and not by
the temporal profile of the pulse which is typically nanoseconds long
(but could in principle be cw). Noisy light interferometry typically
involves a single broadband source, which is directed into a dispersion
compensated Michelson interferometer, where it is split into identical
twin broadband beams. One beam, B’, is delayed in the interferometer
by a time - relative to the other beam B. This noisy light has found
many applications [2] including CRS [3] (referred to as I2)CRS-the I
stands for interferometric and the superscript (2) indicates that the
CRS signal is generated in part by two perturbative actions of
the broadband fields). The (third order) I2)CRS signal is produced by
the in-phase actions of B and B’ and the out-of-phase action of a
narrowband field M. M is effectively monochromatic with frequency
OM chosen to differ from the central broadband frequency (c) by
roughly con. When aM is to the red (blue) of a one has coherent anti-
Stokes (Stokes) scattering. The three beams (B, B’ and M) are focussed
into the sample in the BOX geometry [4]. The resultant I()CRS signal
then propagates along its own unique k-vector and can be coarsely
spatially filtered from the fundamental beams. Frequency resolving
(i.e., ’monochromatically’ detecting at a frequency cozy) this I(2) CRS
signal leads to striking interferograms which contain damped, so-called
"radiation difference oscillations" (RDOs) [5]. These RDOs oscillate
with a frequency A =_ cot +/- 2COR COZ (’ +’ for anti-Stokes scattering
and ’-’ for Stokes scattering). The RDOs have several important
features: (i) they are damped with rate constant 27 2(7R + ")’instr.),
where ")/instr. is the instrument response correction consisting of a
nonzero slitwidth of the monochromator and a nonzero bandwidth of
the narrowband beam, (ii) the noisy field frequencies are completely
absent and (iii) for fixed cot and COR, A depends only on the position in
frequency space at which the signal is detected (az) and represents a
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strong down-conversion of the Raman mode (when CaD CaM + 2CaR).
This last point is one of the principle advantages of I(2)CRS since one
may interferometrically extract any given Raman frequency using near
"zero" frequency interferometry. This contrasts with the higher
interferometric resolution needed in FT-IR and FT-Raman spectro-
scopy. More explicitly, in I2)CRS, the Nyquist sampling criterion is
significantly reduced. A dramatic example of this is the down
conversion of high energy ( 3000cm-1) C--H stretching modes to
RDOs from 0- 300 cm-1 [6]. Thus, from the I(2)CRS interferograms
one is able to extract the material parameters CaR and "YR. Furthermore
it has been shown [7] that when both the Raman resonant and
nonresonant contributions to the material response are considered one

may also extract the ratio of the nonresonant to resonant hyperpolar-
izability (R).

Recently [8] I(2)CRS has been extended to a two-dimensional time-
frequency domain method in which the entire frequency resolved
I(2)CRS spectrum is detected at every delay line setting throughout a --scan. The I(2)CRS signal is dispersed onto a CCD array where each
pixel of that array acts as a separate narrowband detector. Hence,
many hundreds of separate interferograms are simultaneously
acquired during a single --scan. Such a two-dimensional representa-
tion of a coherent Raman signal is referred to as a spectrogram.
Although an interferogram for a particular setting of CaD contains all
the material parameters, the very large over-sampling of the signal
represented by a spectrogram greatly improves the precision of the
extracted parameters. In fact, for certain Raman lines a precision of
better than 40 ppm. relative standard deviation can be achieved for caR
measurements.

I2)CRS SPECTROGRAMS: TWO EXAMPLES

In Figure (a) an I(2)CARS spectrogram for the ’ring breathing’ mode
(1002 cm-1) of chlorobenzene is shown. The darker regions represent
higher signal intensities. For this spectrogram (CaM/2"rrc) was set to a

fixed value of 15496.51 cm-1. The position where A 0 is seen as a
dark vertical line near CaD/27rC 17500cm-1., the exact value of this
detected frequency, which bears a fixed relation to Car and CaM, is
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a)

FIGURE (a) The I-)CARS spectrogram of the 1002cm-j ’ring breathing’ mode of
chlorobenzene. Dark regions indicate higher I(2)CARS signal intensities. The narrow-
band dye laser is tuned to 15496.51cm-. The RDOs vanish at 17500.32cm-.
Parameters obtained from the best fit to this spectrogram are given in the text. (b) The
time to frequency Fourier transform of the spectrogram in (a). At least one additional
weak Raman mode is seen in the Fourier transform in agreement with the spontaneous
Raman spectrum. Only the strong 1002cm- mode was included in the fit.

determined through a full two-dimensional non-linear least squares fit
of the complete spectrogram to theory [5, 7]. (coR/27rc) was found to be
1001.90cm-. The parameters 7/ 0.127 ps- and R 0.062 are also
extracted from the fit. To expose the RDOs contained in the fringes of
the spectrogram, the single wavelength interferograms have each been
Fourier transformed to frequency space (Fig. l(b)). Two pronounced
diagonal lines are seen. The one labelled ’A’ is the RDO (as (A/27rc))
versus (cvo/27rc), and the one labelled ’-A’ is the redundant "negative"
frequency component arising from the Fourier transform. These two
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FIGURE (Continued).

diagonal features intersect precisely at the value of (az)/27rc) for which
A-0o
At least one additional weak Raman mode is seen in the Fourier

transform. The position of the mode(s) agree with the spontaneous
Raman spectrum of chlorobenzene. The weak mode(s) was not
included in the analysis.

I(2)CRS of Mixtures

Dilution series spectroscopy continues to be an important approach to
understanding vibrational dynamics in the condensed phase. Often
one observes significant changes in the linewidth (the dephasing rate
constant) and frequency shifts upon dilution of a Raman active
molecular liquid. And these may depend on the nature of the diluent.
Time-frequency resolved I(2)CRS is proving to be a very useful method
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for such dilution studies. The enhanced precision due to the extensive
oversampling allows for precise measurements of small changes in the
parameters (0, , R) [9]. The complete theory for the case of a

binary mixture consisting of a (single vibration) Raman active
molecular liquid and a fully nonresonant diluent liquid has been
presented previously [7]. It is seen how the ratio of the nonresonant

hyperpolarizability of the diluent to the resonant hyperpolarizability
of the Raman active liquid is directly measurable.

Very recently [10], I2)CRS theory has been extended to include
mixtures of an arbitrary number of species each having an arbitrary
number of Raman active modes. I2)CARS spectrograms for the ’ring
breathing’ modes in mixtures of benzene-h6 (992 cm-) and benzene-d6
(944cm-) illustrate well a two-mode system. For example, the
spectrogram of a 3:2 volume ratio (h6/d6) mixture is shown in Figure 2
(a)- clearly revealing two sets of RDO fringes. There are now two
dark vertical features. The one on the right (at 17525cm-) is for

benzene-h6 and the one on the left (at 17430cm-) for benzene-d6.
The strength of the contribution to the I2)CARS signal of either
component in the mixture is governed by the (orientationally
averaged) magnitude of its resonant hyperpolarizability and by its
mole fraction. Figure 2(b) shows the time Fourier transform of the
spectrogram of Figure 2(a), which clearly exposes the two sets of
RDOs. The appropriate treatment of such spectrograms is to best fit

them to the complete theory [10]. For each mixture one will obtain

highly precise measures of the two Raman frequencies, each of their

dephasing rate constants and four (not unrelated) nonresonant-to-
resonant hyperpolarizabilities: R;,;,, R;,,;, R,;;, and R,;,;. We are currently
developing procedures for fitting I(2)CRS spectrograms which contain
several Raman resonances.

C()NCiUSION

We have seen that noisy light can be used to interl’erometrically probe.
short time vibrational dynamics through 1{2CRS. Material parameters
including the Raman fi’equency alld iinewidth and also the ratio o1" the
lOFeSO3tit tO resonant hyperpolarizability can be extracted l’rom
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FI(}URE 2 (a) The II21(AR,S spectrogram of the "ring breathing’ modes of benzene-he,
and benzene-de, lbr a 3/2(v/v) mixture, l)ark regions indicate higher I2CARS signal
intensities. Best litting theory to such multimodc spectrograms is under development. (b)
The time to l’rcqucncy t,’ouricr translbrm o1" the spectrogram in (a). The two Raman
modes arc clearly evident.

analysis o1" the damped radiation difference oscillations seen in the
IeCRS interirograms. The precision of these parameters is improved
immensely by two-dinensional analysis o1" I(’RS spectrograms. With
this imprvcd precision, small changes i the material parameters that
tccuv up dilutitn can be vc:tdily obscvvcd by this time-frequency
Ie(’RS technique, it is expected that recent advtnccs in the theory will
ilow 1" a ilcvpvctlio att stbscqucnl sludy o1 nvc complicated
aaixltlvc systcns. "l’lis lw-tlicsinal Ie(’RS tcclaniqtc otlrs an
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FIGURE 2 (Continued).
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